My CCS Brazil Experience
Margot Sandy (June/July 2015)
2 Weeks in Salvador, Brazil

Volunteer: Vó Flor

Culture: Explore Bahia

Adventure: Weekend Trips

Me and My Roommates
Vó Flor Charitable Association (~50 children)
Activities for the Children

Games
(1) Bean / Ball Toss for Points
(2) Keep It Up w/ Balloons
(3) Volleyball
(4) Soccer
(5) Paper Airplanes
(6) Origami Characters
(7) Make A Mask (card stock / spoon)
(8) Paper Bag Puppets
(9) Paper Hats
(10) Coloring
(11) Blocks
(12) Checkers
(13) Shape Designs
(14) Bubbles
(15) Painting Nails
(16) Music Sharing / Dancing
(17) Puzzles
(18) Match Games w/ Cards
(19) Basketball Dribbling
(20) Spontaneous Games (Peek-A-Boo / Thumb Wrestle / Arm Wrestle / Etc.)
Surprises @ Vó Flor

Local donation of a toy I had worked on as a Product Development Engineer.
Explored Bahia
Weekend Trip (Rio De Janeiro)

Sugar Loaf

Tijuca Forest

Corcovado Area
Tchau. Obrigada por uma experiência incrível!